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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Recently [l], the effects of soil and dielectric nonlinearities

on the response of surface cables exposed to an electromagnetic pulse (EMP)

from a nuclear burst were studied. In that study, it was found that voltage

levels on the cable were large enough in many cases to cause air breakdown.

However, air breakdown was not a feature incorporated into that surface cable

model. Therefore, the intent of the present study is to incorporate air

breakdown into that model. The objective is to determine the significance

of air breakdown in determining surface cable response.

The total air DreaKaown process is complex and for this reason

it is not fully understood. The air breakdown orocess can be divided into

two ohases, corona and arcing (or streamering). Corona is the first

mechanism to occur in the air breakdown process, and is the only process

examined in this study. The principal reason for concern over corona effects

is that it is felt that the presence of a corona sheath around a conductor

would tend to lower its characteristic impedance and thereby increase the

conductor current.

Although the emphasis in this study is on the cable response in the

source region environment, results are also calculated for cables in an

ambient air environment in order to compare corona effects for both

environments. In addition, a study is done to determine angle of arrival

effects upon surface cables in the source region.

In Chapter II, the air breakdown model (corona) used in

determining the air conductivity is discussed. In Chapter III the surface

cable model is Dresented. The results of this study are presented in

Chaoter IV. Finally, conclusions from this investigation and recommendations

for future work are given in Chapter V.

7
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It was found in this study that corona does not appear to be a

major factor which affects the response of surface cables. The presence

of the nearby lossy earth damps out the corona effects. It was found, however,

that the worst case surface cable response is not necessarily caused by the

largest peak amplitude incident field. The lossy cable propagation constant

damps out the high frequency response associated with the peak field, and

the response tends to be more directly related to the time integral of the late

time portions of the incident electric field.
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CHAPTER II

CORONA MODEL

2.1 Definitions and Fundamental Concepts

The fundamental processes in corona and air breakdown involve

collision ionization by free electrons. These electrons, when accelerated

by an electric field, collide with air molecules, ionizing them and

producing other free electrons and positive ions.

For the corona process to begin, therefore, free electron:,

called triggering electrons, must exist. These free electrons can arise

from any of several sources, such as thermal ionization, radiation, or

photoionization. For the tactical nuclear environment, the triggering

electrons are principally supplied by gamma ray photoionization from the

nuclear detonation. In ambient air, such as would exist outside the nuclear

source region, which is the case for high altitude EMP studies, the trigger-

ing electrons are provided by natural events such as cosmic rays. At sea

level and standard temperature and pressure, this background source is

reported to be on the order of 1 x lO7 to 2 x l07 electron-ion pairs/(m 3-sec)

[2,33. It should be noted that in addition to this generation mechanism,

free electrons are lost by recombination aid attachment. These processes

provide an ambient air conductivity of aporoximately 10 mho/m, which con-

firms the observation that ambient air is an excellent insulator.

In the presence of an impressed electric field, these triggering

electrons are accelerated and travel by means of drift and diffusion. At

low frequencies, drift is the primary mechanism, and at microwave frequencies,

diffusion is most important [4]; therefore, for our purposes we will

consider mainly electron drift.

As the electrons travel, they collide with molecules and produce

other free electrons and positive ions, a process referred to as collision

ionization. The resulting additional electrons plus the original are referred

to as an electron avalanche.

9



Much of the literature on corona and air breakdown has to do with

corona between two electrodes spaced rather closely together. This is

different from our interest, which concerns a surface cable illumined by a

large transient EMP from a distant source. Nonetheless, the essential physics

of what happens in the air medium is the same. It should also 5e pointed out

that corona processes are very complex, and are sensitive to electrode shapes

and polarities, electrode impurities, surface contaminations, air pressure,

impurities in the air, and humidity. Thus, there are many variables which

play a role, and it is not within the scope of this report to consider all

possible cases. The scope is, therefore, limited to the basic mechanisms

and important effects on the surface cable response.

2.2 Corona Air Conductivity Formulation

The corona model used in this study considersthe effects of the

avalanche rate G (sec-l), the electron attachment rate a (sec'1 ), electron-ion
e

recombination S(m3/sec), negative and positive ion recombination rate

y(m/sec), electron mobility ue (m2/V.sec), and ion mobility pi (m
2/V.sec).

G, ae and Pe are all functions of electric field E, relative air density

and percent water vapor P (except for G). B depends upon P, and y and
i depend upon Pr. Table 2.1 summarizes the formulas required to compute these

coefficients. These are based on analytical fits to measured data, and their

bases are discussed elsewhere [5] and will not be repeated here.

The continuity equation appropriate for consideration of electrons

only can be stated

dn
=ff + (me-G)ne = Q(t) (2.1)

where ne is the number density of electrons (m 3) and Q(t) is the ionizing

source function which is the cosmic ray background radiation from high altitude

EMP case and is the gamma ray photoionization rate for the source region case.

One can consider, in addition, the effects of the positive ion

density n+ and the negative ion density n. and write the following coupled

differential equations in a manner similar to equation 2.1:

10
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TABLE 2.1 AIR CHFMISTRY COEFFICIENT FORMULAS. ALL UNITS ARE ESU [6]

Calculation of Erel:

Erel = I / (I+2.457P 0"834) for- < 0.07853(l+2.457pPr Pr

Erel = _-1.195PO.834  for E3l . 834
Cr,)r>3.015+I1.195P

0 " 3

Erel = +(O6884PO' 8 3 4  1 2 _.84_.3__

2PO688PO "j for all other
r r

Where P is the per cent water vapor and p r is relative air

density. Note: E is in esu, where Eesu - 3/3xlO'

Calculation of Electron Attachment Rate ae:

e o0-P (a3(1+0.344P)+a 2)

L2 =  i.22xlO pr e 
21 15/Erel

a3 = r2 (6.2xlO7+8.xlOlOErel2)/(l+lO3Erel2(Erel(l+O.O3Erel2))
1/3 )

Calculation of Electron Mobility, -,e

Ie O0-P+PXR R =1.55+210/(l+ll.8Erel+7.2Erel2)

'a= '106(((16.8+Erel)/(0.63+26.7Erel) )0.6)/
r

---ulati.n of Avalanche Rate, G:

G = 5.7XlOp YS/(l+O.3Y
2 .5); y = Erel

r 100

Calculation of Ion Mobility, ui..

i = 750/pr

Calculation of electron-ion recombination coefficient E, and ion-ion

neutralization coefficient, -f:

Y z 2xlO +P 2.lxlO
r

-s 2xlO + 2.8xlO (P) 1/3

11
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dne(t)

dt + [Bn+(t) + ae - G]ne (t) = Q(t),

dn_.( t) + [n+(t)] n_(t) = n (t),
dt e e

(2.2)
dn+(t)
dt + kn(t) + yn_(t)] n+(t) = Q(t) + G n e(t),

n+(t) = n e(t) + n (t).

In addition, one needs to solve for the air conductivity z(t) according to

:(t) : q( n +-. (n +n)) (2.3

where q is the fundamental electronic charge. It is clear that only three

of equations 2.2 need to be solved, the other being redundant. It is

interesting to solve these equations in the steady state (L = o) with the
dt

ambient Q(=10 7). If this is done, one obtains n .2/m3 , and n +n10/3  n 01 h/. Tu, e +-

7.3 x 109/M 3 , and a = 2 x 10"13 mho/m. Thus, there are very few free electrons

inambient air, and the ambient air conductivity is mainly caused by the

presence of ions.

It is noted that this formulation does not include photoionization

of the air caused by photons generated in the electron avalanche. The

formulation then will not predict streamering or arcing. This is a deficiency

in the model, because streamering and arcing have been observed on test ob-

jects in EMP simulators [7]. For all cases considered in this study, the

relative air density is unity and the percent water vapor is zero.

The finite difference technique used in solving these equations at

each time step and cable location warrants discussion. It was found that

prohibitively small cable length and time increments were required for conmpu-

tational stability using conventional central differenced finite difference

techniques. It was found that a more stable solution is obtained by using

12
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exponential differencing of the air conductivity equations. To implement

this technique, it is noted that if s(t) is constant over the time interval

At, then the differential equation

+ f S s(t) (2.4)

has tne solution

f(t+Lt) f(t)e-c1t + (l - e-' t) s(t+..t/2) (2.5)

compared to the central differenced form

f(t+At) = f(t) 1 - a t/2 + t
I + a t/2 I + a t/2 (s(t+.t/2)). (2.6)

For small values of a:t, these solutions are equivalent, however, if sudden

increases in a are expected, (2.5) is the more stable solution.

13
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CHAPTER III

THE NONLINEAR SURFACE CABLE MODEL

3.1 Background

The model (SBLINE) which was previously used to study soil and

dielectric breakdown effects on insulated surface cables is discussed in

Reference 1. The details of that model will not be repeated here, but the

model will be summarized to provide background information so that the

modification of the model to include air breakdown can be understood.

The model for a spatial increment Lz is shown in Figure 3.1. The

elements of this model are identified as follows:

Garc = 4as rarc (3.1)

is the ionized soil region conductance per unit length,

C arc 4c s rarc (3.2)

is the ionized soil region capacity per unit length,

r (3.3)
arc 4as ESBR

is the arc radius,

Csrface I (Cs (I + r ) + CA ) (3.4)

S= 2wcs(3.5)
£f ( a3/2)

is the soil capacity per unit length

14



Sca ble
soil

Einc az Rc AZ Lsurface AZ

Cable Dielectric
d Capacitance and

Dielectric Breakdown
Switch

Csurface 4 ,F Z / ' Csurface
Gsurface/-' Garc 7 Carc 7- G'

Disc Admittance

Surface Admittance

Figure 3.1 Surface Table Model Which Includes Soil
and Dielectric Nonlinearities
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G G ( I r+arc ) n 36
Gsurface  (Gs ( + GA) , (3.)

G 
(3.7)

S s C s

is the soil conductance per unit length. The air medium parameters GA and CA

can be obtained merely by replacing the subscript s by A and noting the

impressed air conductivity OA(t) is time varying. The surface cable induc-

tance is given by,

Lsurface - zn (a32 /al) in(a31 /a1)/[ n (a.2/ a1') (831 a)1,(3.8)

Pc  is the DC resistance of the cable conductor,

a I  is the radius of the cable conductor,

a2 is the outer radius of the dielectric sheath,

ESBRis the surface breakdown electric field for soil,

a3 (1,2) =  -794 6(s,A) + a2, (3.9)

Cd zn (a2/a,) (3.10)

is the dielectric capacity per unit length,

6 t (3.11)6(s,A):2 1 0 WO(s,A )

is the skin depth of the soil (s) or air (A) and it is computed from the

timeafteran excitation arrives at the location of interest, and E inc is

the incident electric field.

16



The time domain equivalent of the telegraphers' equations for the

three node equation model is:

a(Vd+VS) DI if c (z t)

az = -L T - RcI + E

31 C aVd  G
3z d at d (3.12)

31 = .Ct 'Vs;-z - at " ts,

where Vd is the voltage across the dielectric, Vs is the soil (or air)

voltage, I is the cable current,

Ct = Csurface + Carc, (3.13)

Gt = Gsurface +Garc, (3.14)

and all other parameters are defined in equations 3.1 through 3.11.

3.2 Incorporation of Corona in the Transmission Line Formulaticn

3.2.1 Background

In order to extend the SBLINE code to include air breakdown, it

is necessary to use a two conductor transmission line equivalent in which

one conductor is the cable and the other conductor represents the corona

sheath. This modification enables the corona sheath, when formed, to

conduct current and partially shield the cable conductor. In addition,

the time varying admittance and impedance requires use of time varying

components in the telegraphers' equations for conductor i (i = 1,2):

-= at C "Gijij] i

aV. r 1(3.15)
DV i R2I~ Enc

and j=l- 2 lj+lj Ei  ,

17
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where Vi is the voltage drop from the i t conductor to ground, I i is the

current on the it- conductor, Cij is the capacitance per unit length matrix

element, Gij is the conductance per unit length matrix element, Lij is the

inductance per unit length matrix element, Rij is the resistance per unit

length matrix element, IiSC is th. impressed current density (zero here)
on the M- conductor, and E n is the incident electric field on the ith

conductor (see Figure 3.2).

Cable Conductor

inc&zL1  &zR1  E
+ (G__ -G~zG.."Az[G i ]  = G GI +G2

11 2

&zLl2,azL21 "-Cl G G1
C 1 1

, ~Az[ij= IC Ci +C2

Z Corona Sheath

t

Figure 3.2 Two Conductor Three Node Transmission Line Equivalent

This transmission line equivalent is used for modelling the

surface cable including air, soil, and dielectric nonlinearities.

Description of the elements of these models are given in the next two

subparagraphs.

3.2.2 Wire Over a Perfect Ground Plane

The significance of air breakdown on cable response is most

easily demonstrated when air is the only medium surrounding the cable.

For an insulated cable elevated a height h above a perfect ground, the

equivalent transmission line model is shown in Figure 3.3. The circuit

elements of this model are also defined explicitly in that figure.

18



The air circumscribing the cable after breakdown is assumed to

.form a uniformly conductive corona sheath. The formation of the corona

sheath extends a radius a2 2 into the ambient air, i.e.

V
a22 = EABR cosh -1(h) (3.16)ABR a 22/

where V is the voltage drop from the corona sheath to ground and EABR

(3MV/m) is the breakdown strength of air. The electric field used for

determining the air conductivity a (E) in the corona sheath is taken at

midsheath, i.e.

-l Ih
(22 2 2) cosh a 22 (3.17)

From Figure 3.3, the per unit length resistance of the corona sheath, when

formed, can be viewed as an annular ring with uniform conductivity c(E).

In this model, strict retention of a three node transmission line formu-

lation results in a corona sheath being perfectly conducting in the radial

direction (which will be refined later).

3.2.3 Surface Cable Model with Corona

When an insulated cable is on the surface of a lossy ground, the

soil medium-must be included in the two conductor transmission line formu-

lation. The three equation model of the previous study modelled the soil

medium. In addition, the soil and dielectric nonlinearities were modelled.

The two conductor transmission line model which includes air, soil, and

dielectric nonlinearities is shown in Figure 3.4.

Most of the parameters in the two conductor transmission line

model remain unchanged from the three equation transmission line model.

However, the parameters specifying the second transmission line (i.e. corona

sheath) require discussion. When the corona sheath forms it extends a

radius a22 and is assumed to have a uniform conductivity o(E). Note that

the corona sheath conductivity o(E) is a function of the electric field E

which is in turn a function of the radial distance from the cable center.

19



Wire Core7
(00 2aI

Dielectric Jacket
(OD = 2a2)

c, a (E) Co, OA(t)

h

Corona Sheath

(OD=2a
22)

Ei nc
Ril = Rc + 1

L71 l n(-2 + cosh -&I 7 hCable 
Conductor

_T I=2wcd
d n(a 2 )

E2al

= L21 = L22 = cosh l(h t

(All values are per unit length)

Figure 3.3 Geometry and Equivalent Transmission Line for an Insulated

Wire Over a Perfectly Ground Plane. All elements are
multiplied by the spatial increment az.
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The electric field used to compute the corona sheath conductivity is at

midsheath [i.e. (a2 2-a2) /2]. On this basis, the per unit length impedance

and admittance parameters for the second transmission line are determined.

The impedance per unit length for the two conductor transmission

line is obtained from solutions to simpler problems. From the coaxial

geometry, the per unit length inductance matrix elements are

Li =.7Jn (a2?) + 2 ln(+2=1) ln(il?)/

[in (ii + 1n ("2) and (.8In a21 )  a 22 j](3.18)

L2= L21 = 2 - -n (22) , (3.19)

where the second subscript on the radii a2 and a3 differentiate between the

soil (subscript 1) and air (subscript 2) media. Should the air not break

down, the inductance of the cable equation 3.18 reduces to that obtained

in the three equation transmission line formulation equation 3.8. When the

corona sheath conductsthe axial current flows through the upper half of an

annular ring formed in the air medium. This results in resistance per unit

length matrix elements of

RII Rc

R = R21 =0 (3.20)

R22= 2/ [o(E)n(a 22 -a2 2),

where Rc is the DC resistance per unit length of the cable.

The corona sheath and surrounding air medium shown schematically

in Figure 3.4 can be approximated as shown in Figure 3.5 which is valid over

the frequency range of interest. This approximation is possible because of

the large impressed air conductivity from the radiation source.

22
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Az A

&ZCA T

2 aZGA2

Figure 3.5 Approximation to Air Admittance of Figure 3.4

The circuit equivalent is used because an additonal node does not

have to be incorporated in the numerical analysis as would be required for

the circuit of Figure 3.4. This greatly saves computer resources.

The admittance per unit length is retained from the three equation

transmission line model with the exception of the total per unit length

air conductance and capacitance. The total air conductance per unit length

obtained from Figure 3.5 is

GA GAl GA2  (3.21)A GAI+ G A2,

where

GAl 2r a(E)
lIn(a22) 

(3.22)a2

and 
2OA(t)

dA2 In n a32  

(3.23)a22/

where OA(t) is the impressed air conductivity, GA1 corresponds to

the corona sheath, and GA2 corresponds to the air medium. The
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conductance per unit length matrix elements become (see Figure 3.2)

G = Gd (3.24)

[ rarc\ G 1
G = G + G s  _- + Garc , (3.25)

where G is the soil conductance per unit length defined in equation 3.7,
Gar c is the conductance of the arc defined in equation 3.1, and Gd is the

dielectric conductance (zero before and "infinite" after dielectric break-

down). The capacitance per unit length matrix elements are (see figure 3.2)

Cl = Cd (3.26)

S1 arc+ Carc (3.27)[2 CA + Cs  12) A
2 2[ 11 1z2

where Cd is the per unit length capacity of the dielectric defined in

equation 3.10, CA and Cs are the respective per unit length capacitie< of

the air and soil defined in equation 3.5, and Carc is the arc capacity

defined in equation 3.2. Actually the soil and air can break down. This

allows the radii of the corona sheath and soil to vary. A more accurate

representation of the air and soil capacities per unit length should be

CA na1 and Cs : s (3.28)A 1 \a32)s In ( a 31 \

a22 a21)]

where the second subscript 2 refers to the air medium and the second sub-

script 1 refers to the soil medium.

The voltage induced electric field is determined from the soil

voltage Vs, corona sheath conductance, and air medium conductance at the

radius of interest r. The electric field within the corona sheath
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(used to compute o(E) ) is

V
E (r) (aa22) c (a32

rIn 2 + In a • (3.29)\2 " r ) a22

whereas the electric field in the air medium outside the corona sheath is

E(r) M
r[ 'A(t) na 2 2  In (a32 )] (3.30)

Conversely if the electric field is known, the radius can be determined.

Air breaks down when the electric field exceeds 3MV/m. Using this electric

field strength, the corona sheath radius is

Vs
a 22 - [A a22 a32

E A (t) In (2)+ In (i3) (3.31)
AB [ a 7a 2 a a22/ '

where EABR is the breakdown strength of air. It should be noted that to

solve the transcentental equation 3.31 exactly at every time step and

location on the cable is a time consuming process. However, an approxi-

mate solution can be obtained by using the values of a22 from the previous

time step on the right-hand side of the equation to find the new values of

a22 on the left-hand side of equation 3.31. This method of solution is

appropriate for the process of corona sheath growth. However, instantaneous

corona sheath growth and decay is not physically possible. The corona sheath

radius is moderated in the growth and decay processes. For corona growth,

the conductivity within the corona region must be great enough for a sheath

to physically form. The corona sheath radius is moderated by the corona

conductivity shown in Figure 3.6. For corona decay, the corona sheath

radius is allowed to decay by 10% of its radius calculated from the previous

time step.

Refinement of the surface cable model to allow for radial current

flow through the corona sheath is possible in the two conductor three node

transmission line formulation. Because any radial current flow through the
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lO 6  
1

Conductivity a(E) in mho/m

where a. = a2 + (a22 - a2) a(E) for c(E) <1

ax = a22 for a(E)> 1

Figure 3.6 Corona Sheath Growth Moderation Scheme
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air medium must also flow through the corona sheath, the voltage drop across

the air or corona sheath can be expressed in terms of the soil voltage

(i.e. voltage across the corona sheath and air medium). By knowing the

voltage drop and distance, the voltage induced electric field in either the

air medium or corona sheath is determined in terms of the conductance of

the corona sheath (equation 3.22) and air medium (equation 3.23).
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF SURFACE CABLE COMPUTATIONS

4.1 Background

In order to establish the significance of air breakdown on the

surface cable response, several case studies are performed.

These studies include:
1) Wire over a lossless ground plane,

2) Surface cable with and without nonlinearities,

3) Comparison of results with those of the previous study

reported in Reference 1,

4) Angle of Incidence Parameter Study, and

5) High Altitude EMP (HETIP) and surface cable.

From these studies the effects of air breakdown on the cable

response are evaluated.

4.2 Insulated Wire Over a Lossless Ground Plane

The first configuration studied is that of an insulated wire

over a lossless ground plane. This case is examined first because of the

problem's relative simplicity. The corona effects in this case can be studied

without having co account for earth losses, impressed time varying air

conductivity, and other nonlinearities.

The problem is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The wire is 50m long

and shorted to ground on the left end. Cable response was studied for normal

and end on angles of incidence.

For normal incidence, the incident electric field is given in

Figure 4.2 and is parallel to the wire. The midcable responses of wire

current and voltage are given in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. It is

noted that the effect of the corona is to create a rather narrow (= 16ns, full

width) current pulse of significant amptitude which adds to the original

(linear) pulse, and to create a similar voltage pulse which subtracts from the

original pulse. These pulses can be interpreted as coming from charge which

is used to create the corona sheath, and as the sheath radius and current

increase, the voltage decreases in order that energy may be conserved.
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Figure 4.1 Wire Over a Lossless Ground Plane
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for Normal Incidence
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Because the cable voltage is zero at any point on the line until a time equal

to the transit time from the open end, the pulse travels from the open end to

the shorted end. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the corona sheath radius and con-

ductivity at the open end of the cable. In this case, the radius expands to

about 3.6 times the radius to the edge of the dielectric insulation, and the

conductivity is-on the order of a few hundred mhos/m. It takes about 26 ns

for the corona sheath to form. The sheath radius grows and decays according

to the induced voltage.

Results are also calculated for an electric field incident on

the cable at tne velocity of-light from either the open or shorted end.

The electric field incident on the open end is shown in Figure 4.2

while the electric field incident on the shorted end is given in Figure 4.7.

Results for the case in which the field is incident from the

shorted end are given in Figure 4.8 - 4.11. At a distance of 1/3 of the way

down the cable, the effect of corona is to increase the current and decrease

the voltage by only 8%. At the shorted end, the corona effects are more

pronounced in that the short circuit cv-rent is increased by 24%. No signifi-

cant changes in the waveshape are noticed. As shown in Figure 4.11, the corona

sheath average conductivity is on the order of a few hundred mhos/m.

Midcable current and voltage responses are given in Figure 4.12

and 4.13 for incidence from the open end. The effect of corona is to increase

the current by 26% and reduce the voltage by 7%. The oscillations evident in

the responses are caused by numerical instabilities.

In general, for insulated wires over a perfect ground plane, it

can be said that corona effects depend upon the angle of incidence. The main

effect of including corona is to moderately increase the currents and decrease

the cable voltages with respect to a linear analysis.
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Figure 4.6 Air Conductivity in Corona Sheath on Open End
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Figure 4.10 Linear and Non-Linear Short Circuit Current
Response for Incidence from the Shorted End
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4.3 Linear and Non-Linear Response of Surface Cable

In general, there are three non-linear processes included in the

surface cable model; soil breakdown, air breakdown, and dielectric break-

down. Cable responses which accounted for these processes separately and

collectively were calculated and compared so that the importance of each

process could be identified.

The cable studied consists of the outer shield and insulating

jacket of RG-8. The inner conductor was not considered. Therefore the

currents predicted in this study are the external shield currents of the

RG-8. The cable is 600 m long and lies on the surface of the earth whose

conductivity is .005 mho/m. It is in a tactical source regior environment

such that the cable is oriented radially to the source and spans the range

from 400 m to 1000 m. The cable is open circuited at the end closest to

the source and short circuited at the far end.

The tactical electromagnetic environment is a function of range.

The radial electric field, impressed air conductivity, and the ionization

rate are given in Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16, respectively. The electric

field and air conductivity used in the previous study [I ] are also shown,

and will be referred to later.

The results for the non-linear parameter study aye shown in

Figures 4.17 - 4.21. All of these results account for the impressed time

varying air conductivity. It was found that including corona 3nd soil break-

down did not noticeably change the cable response - results accounting for

these two non-linear processes virtually overlay the linear responses. This

effect in regard to the soil non-linearity was also noticed previously [1).

The only non-linear process that makes any difference is the

dielectric breakdown. This is only observed near the open end, and no

effect is observed at midcable or the far end. This is principally because

the excitation contains very little low frequency content, and the high

frequency energy is rapidly attenuated along the cable because of the lossy

soil and conducting air. The results in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show that

dielectric breakdown makes no difference in response during this early time

period. However, in Section 4.5, results are calculated to 30 ,sec which

do show that the late time current is increased by the dielectric breakdown.
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The cable dielectric breaks down only at the open end. The

dielectric voltage never again reaches the 50 kV required for breakdown.

It is noted that the voltage of Figure 4.', was calculated out further

in time and peaks at 23 kV at 7.5 usec.

Analysis of the cable response which included the corona model

revealed that the corona never really formed. The reason for this is that

the impressed air conductivity from the radiation source is so large that

it prevents large electric fields from existing in it. These fields were

short lived and were only a few hundred kV/m at the most and were thereby

not sufficient to cause electron avalanche which is needed to further enhance

the conductivity.

4.4 Comparison of Previously Used Environments and Those Used in the
Present Study

The response of the surface cable is greatly influenced by the

incident electric field and impressed air conductivity. The incident

electric field and impressed air conductivity of the previous tactical

environment [l ] and the tactical environment used in this study are

compared. The cable responses are also compared. In this chapter, the

term "old" will refer to the electric field and air conductivity used in

the previous study and the term "new" will refer to the tactical environment

used in the present study.

The radial electric field and air conductivity at 1000 m for the

two cases are compared in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. It is seen that the new

conductivity is much larger than the old. The new electric field is much

larger in amplitude and the energy contained in the pulse is much greater.

In fact, if one compares the vales of

to E2dt  (4.1)

f Ed
0

for the two environments at 400 meters, one finds that the energy in the

new environment is over 5 times greater than the old environment. Although
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the energy contained in the new pulse is much greater than that in the

old pulse, the energy in the new pulse is concentrated at the high

frequency end of the spectrum. In the lossy soil and conducting air

media, the high frequencies are rapidly attenuated which accounts for

the larger cable response in the old environment. The actual cable

response depends on the value of

t

j Edt. (4.2)

0

At 400 meters, the integral of the field for the oll environment is

over 1 1/2 times greater than the new environment. This difference

is principally caused by the late time peak in the old field, which is

absent in the new field. This means that the cable response to the new

field will be less than that caused by the old field, because the cable

tends to integrate the field. It should be noted that to is 3.8 sec.

in equations 4.1 and 4.2 which is the latest time value given for the

new environment. There is every indication that if the environments

were integrated out later in time that the energy in the old pulse would

compare closer to the energy in the new pulse and the ratio between the

integral of the old and new fields in equation 4.2 would become greater.

Also, because the new air conductivity is so much greater than

the old conductivity, the allowed electric field scattered from the wire

is correspondingly les., thereby minimizing the possibility of air break-

down from the scattered field.

Short circuit current and open circuit voltage cable responses

for these two environments are compared in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. In

this case, the cable is identical to that used previously in Section 4.3,

except that now the end closest to the source is shorted and the far end

is open. These results clearly show the difference in response to the two

environments.
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4.5 Angle of Arrival Parameter Study

The angle of arrival affects the cable response. This section

examines the response of a 600 m surface cable in the tactical environment

at various angles of arrival and variable loads on the far end of the cable.

Figure 4.24 shows the location of the nuclear detonation burst point with

respect to the !urface cable. The far end of the cable is fixed at the range

of 1000 m from the burst location and is either short or open circuited, The

end of the cable nearest the burst point is open circuited. The end of the

cable nearest the burst is rotated an angle a about the fixed end. At a = go;

the cable spans the range 400 to 1000 m(where time = 0 at 400 m).

The environment within this range is interpolated. For a- 700, the fixed end

of the cable becomes nearer to the burst point than the roving open end. As

a conseauence, the cable environment is interpolated between the ranges of

600 and 1200 m(where time = 0 at 600 m).

The cable used in the angle of arrival parameter consists of the

outer shield and insulating jacket of RG-8. The inner conductor was not con-

sidered. The breakdown strength of the dielectric jacket is 1333 V/mil. The

earth conductivity is .005 mho/m and the relative permittivity is 10.

In section 4.3, it was found that air breakdown from the scattered

fields in the tactical environment is negligible. Ttat is, for the tactical

environment, the effects of dielectric breakdown are dominant. Consequently,

the angle of incidence parameter study is performed with and without dielectric

breakdown.

The results of this study are shown in Figures 4.25 through 4.37.

The cable response at the ends and at midcable are presented. In all cases,

the cable response is shown in true perspective at each angle for the nonlinear

(dielectric breakdown) result unless stated otherwise.

The first angle of arrival parameter studied is for the case where

the fixed end of the cable is short circuited to ground. The results of this

case are shown in Figures 4.25 through 4.30.

The dielectric broke down for small angles of arrival on the open

end of the cable. At a - 00, the dielectric broke down at the two cells

nearest the open end at 220 and 967 ns from open to shorted end respectively.
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At = 100, the dielectric punctured at the two cells nearest the open end

at 307 and 1187 ns from open to shorted and respectively. At a = 200, the

dielectric broke down at 580 ns at the open end. For a= 200, the dielectric

broke down at 580 ns at the open end. For a >200, the dielectric did not

puncture.

Figure 4.25 shows the short circuit current for the fixed end of

the cable shorted to ground. Comparing the linear and nonlinear result at 0",

there is a 2% increase in the peak current when the dielectric breaks down.

The general pulse shape closely follows the incident pulse of Figure 4.14.

The saddle shape of the current response occurs when the source reverses

polarity. The sharp bend in the pulse shape at 5 1.sec occurs due to setting

the incident field to zero at that time.

Figure 4.26 depicts the dielectric voltage at the open end of the

cable. The dielectric does indeed break down at 00, 100, and 200. Comparison

of the linear and nonlinear response at 00 shows a 50. reduction in the peak

dielectric voltage. The dielectric breaks down at 50 kV.

Figure 4.27 shows the soil voltage at the open end of the cable.

Comparison of the linear and nonlinear results at 0*, shows that the increase

in soil voltage at 00, 100, and 200 is caused by the dielectric breakdown.

This is explained by the instantaneous flow of charge from the cable conductor

through the dielectric jacket to the soil.

Figures 4.28 through 4.30 show the midcable response for the case

where the fixed end of the cable is shorted. Figure 4.28 shows the midcable

current and Figures 4.29 and 4.30 show the midcable dielectric and soil vol-

tages respectively. In all cases where the linear and nonlinear results are

compared, the late time response is altered because of the low impedances

offered by the dielectric punctures. One of the most pronounced features

appears in the midcable soil voltage response of Figure 4.30. The sharp peak

at 6 usec is caused by the reflection from the ends while the initial sharp

pulse is caused by the incident EMP. The change in polarity of the midcable

current response of Figure 4.28 occurs for angles greater than 700.
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The second angle of arrival parameter study is for the case

where the fixed end of the cable is open circuited. The results of this case

are shown in Figures 4.31 through 4.37. The open circuit voltage response for

both the soil and dielectric are presented along with midcable responses.

The dielectric broke down for small angles of arrival on both

ends of the cable. To differentiate between open ends of the cable, the end

of the cable that changes position will be referred to as the roving end and

the other end is referred to as the fixed end. At a = 00, the dielectric first

broke down at the two cells nearest the roving end at 220 and 967 nsec from

roving end to fixed end respectively. Later at 12 psec, the cable experienced

breakdown at 5 cells spanning the range 32 to 16 meters from the fixed end.

This was followed by two more locations breaking down 10 nsec later, then 170

nsec later 60 meters from the fixed end, and then finally at 13 Isec the

dielectric broke down at 108 meters from the fixed end. At a = 100, the cable

broke down in a similar fashion. The first breakdown o-curred at the two cells

near the roving end at 307 nsec and 1.2 usec. Then breakdown at 4 cells

spanning the range 44 to 32 meters from the fixed end occurred at 12.77 Wsec.

This was followed by a complex ordering of dielectric punctures within a 20 nsec

time span. In general, the punctures advanced toward both the fixed and roving

ends. The dielectric punctured at the fixed end and the last puncture occurred

at 13.4 psec 92 meters from the fixed end. At a = 200, the dielectric punc-

tured on the roving end at 580 nsec. The cable did not experience dielectric

breakdown for angles greater than 20°.

Figure 4.31 shows the dielectric voltage on the roving end of the

cable for the fixed end open circuited. Note that the dielectric broke down

at cable orientations of 00, 100, and 200 as previously discussed.

Figure 4.32 shows the soil voltage on the roving end of the cable.

Comparison of the linear and nonlinear results at 0, shows that the peak

voltage is enchanced I18%. Note the discontinuity of the response between

20 and 30 degrees due to dielectric breakdown.
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The dielectric voltage on the fixed end of the cable is shown in

Figure 4.33. The voltage response at 100 clearly shows that the dielectric

broke down on the fixed end whereas the dielectric broke down near the fixed

end at 00 cable orientation. Comparison of the linear and nonlinear results

at 00, shows a 28% reduction in the dielectric voltage caused by puncture.

Figure 4.34 shows the soil voltage on the fixed end of the cable.

The change in polarity due to dielectric breakdown at a retarded time of approxi-

mately 10 isec is observed for 00 and 100. This is explainea by the fact tnat the

dielectric did not puncture at the fixed end at u0 but only near the fixed end.

For completeness, the midcable responses are shown in Figures

4.35 through 4.37 for the case where the fixed end is open circuited.

4.6 Computations for the High Altitude Burst (HAB)

Computationsfor a high altitude burst incident upon a surface cable

were made. This study allows evaluation of NEMP surface cable response without

the effects of ionizing radiation and impressed air conductivity. The incident

field for the HAB predictions was taken to be a plane wave normally incident

upon the earth and polarized parallel to the cable. The temporal behavior of

the plane wave is the familiar double exponential

Einc = 52 (e"4xlO 6t -e"4 .76xlO 8t) kV/m. (4.3)

Standard plane wave reflection coefficients were used to obtain the total field

at the earth's surface, which is shown in Figure 4.38 for a soil conductivity of

5 mmho/m and a relative soil permittivity of 10. The cable studied was RG-8

100 meters in length which was shorted on one end and open circuited on the

other end.

The electric field and corona sheath radius are determined from the

dielectric voltage. That is, the electric field inside the dielectric at the

radius of the insulating jacket a2 is
Vd Cd

E(a2) = d (4.4)

where Vd is the dielectric voltage, and Cd is the capacity per unit length of
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the insulating jacket. The-electric field just outside the insulating jacket

is governed by the boundary condition:

Ed Einside = co E outside (4.5)

where E inside is the electric field inside the dielectric insulating jacket of

permittivity ed' and Eoutside is the electric field in the air. The electric

field that determines the air conductivity is obtained by extending the field

inside the insulating jacket to just outside by the following

E(r) Ed (4.6)

In 2) r

where r is at the middle of the corona sheath (i.e. (a2 2+a2)/ 2). Conversely

the corona sheath radius is obtained as

a Vd d (4.7)
E ABR  In a2)Eo

where EABR is the breakdown strength of air.

The cable responses to the HAB are shown in Figures 4.39 through 4.41.

-A comparison with the results of the previous study are shown in each figure.

The difference in the linear results in Figures 4.39 and 4.40 are shown to

diverge because of the use of time varying transmission line parameters in the

present study (i.e., C(t), G(t), L(t), R(t) ). For example in this study,
d(CV) is used instead of C(t)d-t) which was used in the previous study. In

this study, the dielectric did not break down nor did the soil. This was also

demonstrated in' the previous study. However, the air did break down. The air

first broke down on the open end of the cable at 50nsec and continued to break

down roughly every 30nsec at each successive cell toward the shorted end.

Corona can influence the response of a surface cable. Shown in

Figure 4.40 is the dielectric voltage on the open end of the cable. A comparison

between the linear and nonlinear results show that the dielectric voltage is

lowered on the average by 12%. Air breakdown also alters the soil voltage as

shown in Figure 4.41. Comparison of the linear and nonlinear results shows the

peak soil voltage is raised 9%. The short circuit current, shown in Figure 4.39,

is uneffected by corona.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a numerical model for including corona in transmission

line analysis was developed. This corona model was then included in a trans-

mission linemodel which also accounts for nonlinear soil and dielectric break-

down. Corona effects were examined for three cases:

1. An insulated cable elevated in free space above a lossless
ground plane.

2. An insulated cable lying on the earth's surface and located in
the NEMP source region.

3. An insulated cable lying on the earth's surface and illumined by
the high altitude EMP environment.

For a wave normally incident on a cable above a lossless ground plane,

the main effect of corona is to increase the current by introducing a narrow

current pulse and a corresponding decrease in voltage. For an end on incident

wave, the current can be increased by as much as 25%.

It was found that for an insulated surface cable in the source region

environment, the impressed air conductivity is large enough that it prevents

the buildup of an electric field large enough to cause further air breakdown.

For an insulated surface cable in the HAB environment, corona does

occur along the cable, but the effects are apparently diminshed by the lossy

cable propagation constant, and no significant effect in the response is noted.

It is emphasized that the air breakdown model used in this study

doe not account for arcing or streamering. Except for perhaps cables in the

highly conducting source region environments, arcing is likely to happen. The

effects of arcing, however, are probably bounded by those caused by dielectric

breakdown.

One other observation is worth mentioning. Cable responses were

compared for different source region environments. It was found that the
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largest cable responses are not necessarily caused by the largest peak

amplitude incident electric fields. The cable response caused by the high

frequency content of the incident fields tends to be highly attenuated by

the cable's lossy propagationconstant. The cable response is therefore

more directly related to the time integral of the low frequency (late time)

portions of the incident field. Perhaps a hard look should be taken at the

possible source region environments to determine what environment really

causes the largest response of surface cables.
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